First Year Nurse: Wisdom, Warnings, And What I Wish I'd Known My First 100 Days On The Job (Kaplan Test Prep)
Your first 100 days at a new job could be daunting “unless you go in prepared. First Year Nurse places the wisdom and warnings of hundreds of experienced nurses right at your fingertips. You’ll learn all about how to start off on the right foot, plan and prioritize, communicate with your colleagues, cope with challenging patients, keep your energy up (and stress down), and set a course for professional growth. Best of all, you’ll be inspired by the compassion, insight, and enthusiasm you’ll find on every page of this charming, helpful book. First Year Nurse features:*

- Valuable advice and personal accounts from experienced nurses
- Tips on subjects from time management to avoiding burnout
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**Customer Reviews**

Bought this book for my wife as a gift and she says she loves it. She couldn’t put it down each day. Lots of great tips as expected from the title.

This was purchased for my granddaughter who is nearly finished with her CMA training. She told us that it had a TON of valuable information!

I feel like every nursing student needs this book. Such good information and tips and really enjoyable to read! Love this quick read!!
Gave this s a gift to a person starting nursing school. Nashe said she loved it And read half of it the first day.

Great book for new nurses. I know our new nurse will appreciate this thoughtful gift.

My sister-in-law just graduated RN school and she loved it!
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